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Trend & Cycle – The Long View – May 2021
•

Long-term secular equity cycles – A repetitive 17-year generational cycle

•

The current equity cycle measured by 4- and 13-month moving averages

•

S&P 500 price and relative performance trends versus bonds

•

MSCI EAFE (Europe, Asia and Far-East Index) index – Breakout pending?

•

MSCI Emerging Market Index – Breakout in place

•

S&P TSX – Uptrend intact

•

US 10-year rates – Pausing short-term under yield resistance

•

US Dollar Index (DXY) – Long-term downtrend intact – Bouncing near 90

•

Canadian dollar (CADUSD) – Long-term reversal in place

•

CRB Thompson Reuters Commodity Index – Reversing 2008-2020 downtrend

•

Copper – Uptrend intact challenging 2011 highs

•

WTI Oil – Pausing at 66-67 resistance

•

Gold – Pullback from highs near 2000 showing early signs of stabilizing

•

Major markets and S&P sector cycles – Tech stalling, cyclicals emerging
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US equity generational cycles lasting roughly 17 years
Dow Industrials Index
Deflation

The long-term secular trends for the US stock market have moved
through periods of expansion and contraction lasting roughly 17
years.
If the past is any prologue for the future, the current secular cycle
could last into the early-mid 2030s.

Current 17-year
cycle likely to
peak near 2034

Inflation

Deflation

The Dow Industrial index has moved through periods of expansion and contraction every 17 years

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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S&P 500 Index - Monthly with 4- and 13-month moving averages
• The current trend for the S&P
remains positive but well advanced
with the short-term trend,
represented by the 4-month moving
average, above the longer-term
trend, represented by 13-month
average.
• The red and green arrows indicate
when the two moving averages cross
each other and is also illustrated by
the histogram in the bottom panel.
• Although there are times when the
crossovers result in whipsaws, they
can be a helpful technical tool to
avoid the major drawdowns that
develop in bear markets.
• Given the recent surge, investors
should be prepared for pullbacks or
consolidation with the overall signal
still being that of bull market uptrend.
Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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S&P500 monthly and relative performance vs Bonds
S&P 500

•

The current cycle for the
S&P remains positive with
the index trend above both
the 15-month and 48-month
(4-year) moving averages.

•

The relative performance of
the S&P versus the
Barclays All Aggregate
Bond Index, one of the
most widely used bond
benchmarks, continues to
make new cycle highs
similar to the 2016 and
2012 cycles.

•

If the past two 4-year cycles
are a guide, then stocks are
likely to outperform bonds
through the balance of 2021
well into 2022.

__ 15-month sma
__ 48-month sma

Ratio of the S&P 500 vs Bonds

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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MSCI EAFE – Monthly with relative performance vs the S&P 500
• Cyclicals sectors account for
60% of the MSCI EAFE
(Europe, Asia and Far East)
so an improvement in the
EAFE index is a reflection of
an improving global economy.
• An upside breakout by EAFE
would be an impressive
technical development
confirming the longer-term
improvement developing for
cyclical stocks.

Ratio of EAFE relative to the S&P 500

• However, to truly signal a
change in global equity
leadership, the relative
performance line in the
bottom panel will need to
reverse its downtrend.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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MSCI Emerging Market Index and relative performance vs S&P 500
• The MSCI Emerging Markets
(EM) index is a more bullish
looking chart than MSCI EAFE
and MSCI Europe given it broke
out to new highs in February
2021.
• Historically, a breakout by the
MSCI EM index would have
signaled a rotation toward more
cyclical stocks but the index is
now much more heavily
weighted in Asian technology
stocks.
Ratio of EM relative to the S&P 500

• Relative performance has yet to
reverse its long-term downtrend
versus the S&P 500, which will
need to develop to support
overweighting EM versus US
stocks.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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S&P/TSX Composite Index – Monthly – Uptrend intact
• The TSX has traded
around the upper end of
its 20-year trading range
for the past few years but
is now trending strongly at
new highs.
• Key support levels are at
18K followed by 16.5K.

Ratio of TSX relative to the S&P 500

• Here again, relative
performance versus the
S&P 500 has yet to
reverse its established
downtrend to signal new
global leadership.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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US 10-year Yields – Monthly – Pausing at the 50% retracement
• The US Treasury 10-year yield
has rebounded from the March
2020 lows back into the broad
range that developed between
the July 2012 lows at 1.38%
and the October 2018 highs at
3.25%.
• Interestingly, yields are now
pausing at the next important
technical level at the 50%
retracement of 2018-2020
decline at 1.78%.

Monthly RSI
(14-period)

Monthly RSI
momentum

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma

May 6, 2021

• Heavy resistance for yields is
at the long-term downtrends
coinciding with the 62%-76%
retracement levels at 2.13%
and 2.56%, respectively.
• Note: Monthly RSI is now at 57
and has room to rise through
2021 before becoming
overbought.
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USD Dollar Index (DXY) – Monthly – Bouncing at 88-89 support

• The longer-term trend
for the US dollar
remains down with a
bounce underway from
support between 88-89.
• A break below 88 will be
needed to confirm the
US Dollar’s bear market
is continuing with next
support at 84.5
coinciding with the 62%
retracement of the 20112016 rebound.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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Canadian Dollar / US Dollar – Monthly – Trend reversal continues
• The Canadian dollar’s longterm rebound from a ‘double
bottom’ continues after
reversing the 2008-2020
downtrend.
• Next important resistance is at
0.83-0.84 where we would
expect the CAD to
pause/consolidate.
• A move above 0.834 would
suggest additional upside
toward the 50% retracement
level at 0.87 followed by next
resistance at 0.91 at the 62%
retracement level.
Retest in 2020
exactly at the
2016 lows

• For reference the double
bottom profile is similar to what
is in place for copper and
many metal stocks.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg Optuma
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Thomson Reuters/Jefferies CRB Commodity Index

Commodity super cycle or counter
trend rally to resistance?
• Food for thought as the CRB
index rebounds to, and begins
to reverse, a longer-term
downtrend that began in 2008.
• A move above the 206 level
would be a significant technical
event establishing a higher
high for the first time since
2017.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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Copper Futures – Monthly – Uptrend intact testing 2011 highs
Monthly momentum

• Copper’s uptrend remains intact
and is challenging next major
resistance at the 2011 high at
465.
• The ratio of Copper vs Gold, in
the bottom panel, is now
challenging its next key level at
the 2017-2018 highs.

Secondary
secular lows
established in
2020 near the
2016 lows

Ratio of Copper versus Gold

• A breakout above the 2017
highs would confirm a longerterm trend reversal favoring
Copper over Gold. Put
differently, it would likely signal
a longer-term trend favoring
industrial commodities over
safety assets.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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WTI Oil Futures – Pausing under 66-67 resistance
• After collapsing in Q1 2020, WTI
has rallied back into, and paused
at, its next key resistance level at
the 2019 highs near 66-67.
• Our expectation is the pause is
temporary and further upside is
likely.
• A move above 67 needed to
confirm a reversal of the 20082021 downtrend and resumption
of the rebound that began in Q1
2020.
• Next key resistance above 66-67
is near 77, followed by 91.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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Commodities – Gold – Monthly – Pullback beginning to stabilize
Momentum

Gold Price - Monthly

• Monthly momentum remains
negative after peaking 8
months ago as Gold stalled
near 2000.
• Gold’s recent pullback is
becoming oversold tactically
and showing early signs of
bottoming near 1675.
• Next support is 1545 with
resistance at 1920-2063.

Gold relative to Copper

• The ratio of Gold to Copper
remains in a corrective trend
challenging the 2018 lows.
This ratio will need to reverse
to confirm any upside move
in Gold.

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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Major markets and S&P sector cycles
This slide illustrates where we view the major
markets and sectors to be within their individual
cycles.
DJIA

Not all markets cycle through each quadrant
evenly. Some have short, volatile bull and bear
markets others are much longer in duration.
Historically, the US equity market has moved
through a bull-bear cycle roughly over a 3-4 year
time frame trough to trough.

S&P

Nasdaq, Technology

Transports
Materials, Industrials

Mid-caps

Small-caps
Healthcare

Emerging Markets
World ex- U.S.

Utilities, Staples
Financials
Canadian Dollar
Energy

Oil
US 10 year yields

Established to Late
Downtrends

Early
Uptrends

Established to Late
Uptrends

Early
Downtrends

Source: RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg, Optuma
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